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I .  
CONCEPT

New art for new 
holders

Discover an innovative way to 
create new art for each 
buyer, making each nft truly 
unique.

GENESIS features art 
which evolves with 
every transaction



I I .  
ART

EVOLVING 
PROCEDURAL ART

GENESIS NFTs evolve with 
each secondary sale. The 
buyer’s wallet address 
influences the generation, 
creating a new unique piece 
for every transfer. It adds to 
the rarity and value of the 
NFT.



GEN 0 (MINT) GEN 1 GEN 2

0x122… mints the 
NFT, influencing inital 
looks

0x34a.. buys the NFT, 
adding new lines and 
colors

0x7b2.. buys the NFT, 
adding new lines and 
colors

I I I .  
EVOLVE



50 Ξ

50 %

IV. 
SALE

At least 50 % of secondary sales 
will go to the fund

50 Ξ will stay on the contract as a 
fund and re-invested to grow

#
2500 NFT will be mintable at a flat 
rate of 0.05 ETH 
It will be minted over 3 events



B. Fund investments.  
The fund will be used to buy NFTs 
or private sales and benefits will 
be redistributed

A. Future drops. 
A percentage of future collection 
releases profits will be distributed 
on the fund

D. Development benefits. 
Other profits from my next 
projects may be injected in the 
fund

C. Secondary sells. 
The fund will receive at least 50% 
of secondary sells taxes

V. 
GROW

The fund will grow to reward early investors in an 
exponential matter over time



2. Holders can resell their NFT to exit 
their position. Each generation 
making it more unique and rare 
will increase value

1 . Part of the fund will be re-
distributed to all holders. 
Frequency will be voted by the 
community

3. We’re building a buy back system 
for holders wanting to get rid of 
their nft

VI. 
PROFIT



VII.   
FOLLOW UP

Community & 
transparency

Social channels will allow holders to get 
updates on development, as well as voting 
and take decisions about the fund



VIII .  
About

M D.

I’m a web and crypto dev based in 
Switzerland. I aim to make this space a 
safer place through my tools and projects.

Invest in the 
future of crypto 
with me



IX.
CONTACT

Reach out for more info

Thank you for your time and welcome aboard !

genesisblocks.art


